YOUR RENOWNED PARTNER FOR PACKAGING!

ISL - Your partner for all packaging solutions

Thomas Heinlein

We are an excellent supplier and manufacturer of customised packaging solutions and technical moulded parts.
Be it a complex covering for a launch vehicle, a highly sensitive packaging of a heart-lung-machine or transport containers for vehicle parts; we make sure that your products
arrive safely packaged at the desired destination. Moreover,
we do not only design and manufacture all types of packaging and load carriers, we also develop technical moulded
parts and specific features. Ranging from massage rollers to
catamarans, aircrafts, sports equipment or toys - with us the
sky is the limit when it comes to variety.
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We are as familiar with water sports and cabinetry as we
are with the health and wellness industry or even with
the development and manufacturing of safety-relevant
parts in the motorsport and automotive industry. Many
impulses for our creations thereby come from the ISL
think tank, our development team consists of 15 people.
This team is coming up with exceptional innovations and
received many innovation awards already. The core of
ISL is our production: we combine both manufacturing
processes, moulded foam and manufacture. Thus, we can
produce any desired product - precisely fitting, flexibly and economically manufactured for each quantity.
Precision and passion have been an important part of our
corporate culture for more than 35 years and have been
practised and demonstrated.

Established in 1981, ISL meanwhile has nearly 200 em-
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ployees at the location in Viernheim/Germany. Many of
our employees have been with us for decades and form
a unique and valuable team of experts across departments.
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With in-depth know-how, excellent advisory competence,
a high quality production and streamlined processes we
have perfected our services about packaging solutions
and technical moulded parts.
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Our production is the core
An apprenticing company with heart and mind

The core of our company is our production. ISL combines
even two manufacturing processes: manufacture and
moulded foam technology.

We are convinced that an apprenticeship creates a high
identification with the company.

Those two different departments allow us to produce
quickly and precisely fitting products. Even complex
products which involve both manufacturing processes
can be produced without delay.

However, an apprenticeship also requires thorough planning and experienced professional trainers who also show
great ability when dealing with the concerns of young
people.

This is a great advantage for our customers.

Meanwhile, at ISL we employ 10 apprentices per year in
the areas of metalworking, electrics, administration and
sales, marketing, purchasing, warehouse logistics and
manufacturing.

Manufacture and Foam moulding

Research creates innovation and growth

In our manufacture department finished sheet ware is
being manually processed. Once the feasibility check of
the product has been done, the sheets are split down,
cut, punched, waterjet blasted, milled, flame treated,
lasered, welded, also hand-welded, checked and finished.
During these different work processes experience and
precision work of our team is essential. In our manufacture department fiddly and delicate products as well as
small to medium quantities are being produced.

Less than 1% of the companies in Germany invest money,
time and energy in research and development - a small but
very important field. Only research creates innovation and
growth.

In foam moulding EPE and EPP particles which form
the basis for foam material are being processed. These
different particles are filled into silos and transported
via pipelines to the individual machines. This is where
the raw material is being processed into various shapes.
Thereby, car seats and child car seats are being created
as well as packaging, fascia rolls, cases, crash elements,
sports equipment and many more. The products are
welded through steam application, cooled with water
and stabilised in special ovens. Before any product can
be produced, the respective moulding tool needs to be
prepared and clamped in our metalworking shop. This
process is particularly suitable for large quantities, but
also for complex symmetries.
It is a great advantage for our customers that ISL combines both manufacturing departments under one roof.
Thus, even complex customer requirements can be fulfilled quickly and accurately.
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ISL has been distinguished for years by its particular commitment in the field of „research and development“.
We have already won several innovation awards and were
honoured with the quality seal „Innovative through research“ by the Stifterverband (the Donor‘s Association for
German Science).

„From my point of view, looking ahead to the future
and thinking of new ways, concepts and developments
together with our department heads is not only vital,
we also take great pleasure in what we do“, says General
Manager Thomas Heinlein.
We look forward to being part of many new, exciting,
creative, inventive, clever, brave and crazy developments
in the future.

Our head of training supports and challenges her apprentices and provides a comprehensive understanding from
A to Z.
And thereby targeted learning is just a small part of the
greater whole: taking responsibility, open communication,
independent working and being able to contribute own
ideas is a priority for us and is really being practised.
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ISL is green

We received both, the energy and environment certification

Acting in an environmentally friendly manner is part of our

according to ISO 50001 as well as the environment certifica-

corporate strategy and social responsibility. Sustainability,

tion ISO 14001-2015, without limitations demonstrating our

therefore, is an integral element of our production stan-

efforts to save energy. ISL had extensively engaged in energy

dards and far more than a fashionable trend.

and environment topics before, albeit not systematically.

For years our entire company has been working in accor-

We caught up by launching the project „preservation of re-

dance with environmentally friendly standards, even when

sources“ involving all departments and which we completed

laws are less strict.

successfully and embedded in our behaviour.

In our view, sustainability is not just subject to individual

By reducing energy consumption we could achieve a positi-

products but rather to the design of processes and supply

ve impact on the environment as well, e.g. the reduction of

chains overall.

CO2 emissions.

We thereby have a holistic view on the environmental
properties of products and processes - including energy
consumption during production, climate related aspects,
water usage, packaging material and recyclability.
In general, improving energy efficiency, reducing CO2
emissions and fighting against the waste of resources are
fundamental principles of our actions.
Our primary goal is the optimisation of processes and, of
course, the right selection of suppliers by our procurement
and QM department.

To get an idea of who we are, please also take a look at our
certifications. Please find some recent extracts below:
Environment certification ISO 14001-2015
Energy management certificate ISO 50001-2011
Waste disposal certificate
Apprenticing company according to IHK (Chamber of
Industry and Commerce)
ISO TS 16949
ISO 9001
CCC-Certificate
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GKV - Code of Conduct for the plastic processing industry
GuF- quality seal by the Stifterverband
(Donor‘s Association for German Science)
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ISL Schaumstoff-Technik GmbH Industriestraße 17 68519 Viernheim/Germany
Phone: +49 (0)62 04 - 706 - 0 info@isl-gmbh.de www.isl-schaumstoff-technik.de

